Remarkable recent success of deep neural networks has not been easy to analyze theoretically. It has been particularly hard to disentangle relative significance of architecture and optimization in achieving accurate classification on large datasets. On the other hand, shallow methods (such as kernel methods) have encountered obstacles in scaling to large data, despite excellent performance on smaller datasets, and extensive theoretical analysis. Practical large-scale optimization methods, such as variants of gradient descent, used so successfully in deep learning, seem to produce below par results when applied to kernel methods.
Introduction
In recent years we have witnessed remarkable advances in many areas of artificial intelligence. In large part this progress has been due to the success of machine learning methods, notably deep neural networks, applied to very large datasets. These networks are typically trained using variants of stochastic gradient descent (SGD), allowing training on large data using modern hardware. Despite intense recent research and significant progress toward understanding SGD and deep architectures, it has not been easy to understand the underlying causes of that success. Broadly speaking, it can be attributed to (a) the structure of the function space represented by the network or (b) the properties of the optimization algorithms used. While these two aspects of learning are intertwined, they are distinct and there is hope that they may be disentangled.
As learning in deep neural networks is still largely resistant to theoretical analysis, progress both in theory and practice can be made by exploring the limits of shallow methods on large datasets. Shallow methods, such as kernel methods, are a subject of an extensive and diverse literature. Theoretically, kernel machines are known to be universal learners, capable of learning nearly arbitrary functions given a sufficient number of examples [STC04, SC08] . Kernel methods are easily implementable and show state-of-theart performance on smaller datasets (see [CK11, HAS + 14, DXH + 14, LML + 14, MGL + 17] for some comparisons with DNN's). On the other hand, there has been significantly less progress in applying these methods to large modern data 1 . The goal of this work is to make a step toward understanding the subtle interplay between architecture and optimization for shallow algorithms and to take practical steps to improve performance of kernel methods on large data.
The paper consists of two main parts. First, we identify a basic underlying limitation of using gradient descent-based methods in conjunction with smooth kernels typically used in machine learning. We show that only very smooth functions can be well-approximated after polynomially many steps of gradient descent. On the other hand, a less smooth target function cannot be approximated within using any polynomial number P (1/ ) steps of gradient descent for kernel regression. This phenomenon is a result of the fast spectral decay of smooth kernels and can be readily understood in terms of the spectral structure of the gradient descent operator in the least square regression/classification setting, which is the focus of our discussion. Note the marked contrast with the standard analysis of gradient descent for convex optimizations problems, requiring at most O(1/ ) steps to get an -approximation of a minimum. The difference is due to the infinite (or, in practice, very high) dimensionality of the target space and the fact that the minimizer of a convex functional is not generally an element of the same space.
A direct consequence of this theoretical analysis is slow convergence of gradient descent methods for high-dimensional regression, resulting in severe over-regularization/underfitting and suboptimal performance for less smooth functions. These functions are arguably very common in practice, at least in the classification setting, where we expect sharp transitions or even discontinuities near the class boundaries. We give some examples on real data showing that the number of steps of gradient descent needed to obtain near-optimal classification is indeed very large even for smaller problems. This shortcoming of gradient descent is purely algorithmic and is not related to the sample complexity of the data, persisting even in the limit of infinite data. It is also not an intrinsic flaw of kernel architectures, which are capable of approximating arbitrary functions but potentially require a very large number of gradient descent steps. The issue is particularly serious for large data, where direct second order methods cannot be used due to the computational constraints. Indeed, even for a dataset with only 10 6 data points, practical direct solvers require cubic, on the order of 10 18 operations, weeks of computational time for a fast processor/GPU. While many approximate second-order methods are available, they rely on low-rank approximations and, as we discuss below, also lead to over-regularization as important information is contained in eigenvectors with very small eigenvalues typically discarded in such approximations.
In the second part of the paper we address this problem by proposing EigenPro iteration (see github.com/EigenPro for the code), a direct and simple method to alleviate slow convergence resulting from fast eigen-decay for kernel (and covariance) matrices. EigenPro is a preconditioning scheme based on approximately computing a small number of top eigenvectors to modify the spectrum of these matrices. It can also be viewed as constructing a new kernel, specifically optimized for gradient descent. While EigenPro uses approximate second-order information, it is only employed to modify first-order gradient descent leading to the same mathematical solution (without introducing a bias). Moreover, only one second-order problem at the start of the iteration needs to be solved. EigenPro requires only a small overhead per iteration compared to standard gradient descent and is also fully compatible with SGD. We analyze the step size in the SGD setting and provide a range of experimental results for different kernels and parameter settings showing consistent acceleration by a factor from five to over thirty over the standard methods, such as Pegasos [SSSSC11] for a range of datasets and settings. For large datasets, when the computational budget is limited, that acceleration translates into significantly improved accuracy and/or computational efficiency. It also obviates the need for complex computational resources such as supercomputer nodes or AWS clusters typically used with other methods. In particular, we are able to improve or match the state-of-the-art recent results for large datasets in the kernel literature at a small fraction of their reported computational budget, using a single GPU.
Finally, we note that in the large data setting, we are limited to a small number of iterations of gradient descent and certain approximate second-order computations. Thus, investigations of algorithms based on the space of functions that can be approximated within a fixed computational budget of these operations (defined in terms of the input data size) reflect the realities of modern large-scale machine learning more accurately than the more traditional analyses of convergence rates. Moreover, many aspects of modern inference are best reflected by an infinite dimensional optimization problem whose properties are sometimes different from the standard finite-dimensional results. Developing careful analyses and insights into these issues will no doubt result in significant pay-offs both in theory and in practice.
Gradient descent for shallow methods
Shallow methods. In the context of this paper, shallow methods denote the family of algorithms consisting of a (linear or non-linear) feature map φ : R N → H to a (finite or infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space H followed by a linear regression/classification algorithm. This is a simple yet powerful setting amenable to theoretical analysis. In particular, it includes the class of kernel methods, where the feature map typically takes us from finite dimensional input to an infinite dimensional Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). In what follows we will employ the square loss which significantly simplifies the analysis and leads to efficient and competitive algorithms. Linear regression. Consider n labeled data points {(x x x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x x x n , y n ) ∈ H × R}. To simplify the notation let us assume that the feature map has already been applied to the data, i.e., x x x i = φ(z z z i ). Least square linear regression aims to recover the parameter vector α * that minimize the empirical loss as follows:
When α α α * is not uniquely defined, we can choose the smallest norm solution. We do not include the typical regularization term, λ α 2 H for reasons which will become clear shortly 2 . Minimizing the empirical loss is related to solving a linear system of equations. Define the data matrix 3 X def = (x x x 1 , ..., x x x n ) T and the label vector y y y def = (y 1 , ..., y n ) T , as well as the (non-centralized) covariance matrix/operator,
Rewrite the loss as L(α α α) = Remark 2.1. For kernel methods we frequently have d = ∞. Instead of solving Eq. 4, one solves the dual n × n system Kα α α − y y y = 0 where
..,n is the kernel matrix corresponding to the kernel function k(·, ·). The solution can be written as
Gradient descent (GD). While linear systems of equations can be solved by direct methods, their computational demands make them impractical for large data. On the other hand, gradient descent-type iterative methods hold the promise of a small number of O(n 2 ) matrix-vector multiplications, a much more manageable task. Moreover, these methods can typically be used in a stochastic setting, reducing computational requirements and allowing for very efficient GPU implementations. These schemes are adopted in popular kernel methods implementations such as NORMA [KSW04] For linear systems of equations gradient descent takes a particularly simple form known as Richardson iteration [Ric11] . It is given by
We see that α α α
and thus α α α
It is easy to see that for convergence of α α α t to α α α * as t → ∞ we need to ensure 4 that I − ηH ≤ 1. It follows that 0 < η < 2/λ 1 (H).
Remark 2.2. When H is finite dimensional the inequality has to be strict. In infinite dimension convergence is possible even if I − ηH = 1 as long as each eigenvalue of I − ηH is strictly smaller than one in absolute value. That will be the case for kernel integral operators.
It is now easy to describe the computational reach of gradient descent CR t , i.e. the set of vectors which can be -approximated by gradient descent after t steps
It is important to note that any b b b / ∈ CR t ( ) cannot be -approximated by gradient descent in less than t + 1 iterations.
Remark 2.3. We typically care about the quality of the solution Hα α α (t) −b b b , rather than the error estimating the parameter vector α α α (t) − α α α * where α α α * = H −1 b b b. Thus (noticing that H and (I − ηH) t commute), we get (I − ηH) t v v v = H −1 (I − ηH) t Hv v v in the definition.
Remark 2.4 (Initialization). We assume that the initialization α α α (1) = 0. Choosing a different starting point will not significantly change the analysis unless second order information is incorporated in the initialization conditions 5 . We also note that if H is not full rank, gradient descent will converge to the minimum norm solution of Eq. 4.
Remark 2.5 (Infinite dimensionality). Some care needs to be taken when K is infinitedimensional. In particular, the space of parameters α = K −1 H and H are very different spaces when K is an integral operator. The space of parameters is in fact a space of distributions (generalized functions). Sometimes that can be addressed by using
To get a better idea of the space CR t ( ) consider the eigendecomposition of H. Let λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0 be its eigenvalues and e e e 1 , e e e 2 , . . . the corresponding eigenvectors/eigenfunctions. We have H = λ i e e e i e e e T i , e e e i , e e e j = δ ij
Writing Eq. 6 in terms of eigendirection yields
and hence, putting a i = e e e i , v v v ,
Recalling that η < 2λ 1 and using the fact that (1−1/z) z ≈ 1/e, we see that a necessary condition for v v v ∈ CR t 1 3
This is a convenient characterization, we will denote
Another convenient necessary condition for v v v ∈ CR t , is that
Applying logarithm and noting that log(1 − x) < −x results in the following inequality that must hold for all i (assuming λ i < λ 1 /2):
Remark 2.6. The standard result (see, e.g., [BV04] ) that the number of iterations necessary for uniform convergence is of the order of the condition number λ 1 /λ d follows immediately. However, we are primarily interested in the case when d is infinite or very large. The corresponding operators/matrices are extremely ill-conditioned with infinite or approaching infinity condition number. In that case instead of a single condition number, one should consider a sequence of "condition numbers" along each eigen-direction.
Gradient descent, smoothness, and kernel methods.
We now proceed to analyze the computational reach for kernel methods. We will start by discussing the case of infinite data (the population case).
It is both easier to analyze and allows us to demonstrate the purely computational (non-statistical) nature of limitations of gradient descent. We will show that when the kernel is smooth, the reach of gradient descent is limited to very smooth, at least infinitely differentiable functions. Moreover, to approximate a function with less smoothness within some accuracy in the L 2 norm one needs a superpolynomial (or even exponential) in 1/ number of iterations of gradient descent.
Let the data be sampled from a probability with density µ on a compact domain Ω ⊂ R p . In the case of infinite data K becomes an integral operator corresponding to a positive definite kernel k(·, ·). We have
This is a compact self-adjoint operator with an infinite positive spectrum λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . with lim i→∞ λ i = 0. We start by stating some results on the decay of eigenvalues of K.
Theorem 1. If k is an infinitely differentiable kernel, the rate of eigenvalue decay is super-polynomial, i.e.
Moreover, if k is an infinitely differentiable radial kernel (e.g., a Gaussian kernel), there exist constants C, C > 0 such that for large enough i,
Proof. The statement for arbitrary smooth kernels is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4 in [Küh87] . The rate for the practically important smooth radial kernels, including Gaussian kernels, Cauchy kernel and a number of other kernel families, is given in in [SS16] , Theorem 6.
Remark 2.7. Interestingly, while eigenvalue decay is nearly exponential, it becomes milder as the dimension increases, leading to an unexpected "blessing of dimensionality" for gradient-descent type methods in high dimension. On the other hand, while not reflected in Theorem 1, this depends on the intrinsic dimension of the data, moderating the effect.
The computational reach of gradient descent in kernel methods. Consider now the eigenfunctions of K, Ke i = λ i e i , which form an orthonormal basis for L 2 (Ω) by the Mercer's theorem. We can write a function f ∈ L 2 (Ω)
We can now describe the reach of kernel methods with smooth kernel (in the infinite data setting). Specifically, functions which can be approximated in a polynomial number of iterations must have super-polynomial coefficient decay in the basis of kernel eigenfunctions.
Theorem 2. Suppose f ∈ L 2 (Ω) is such that it can be approximated within using a polynomial in 1/ number of gradient descent iterations, i.e., ∀ >0 f ∈ CR −M ( ) for some M ∈ N. Then for any N ∈ N and i large enough |a i | < i −N .
Proof. Note that f ∈ CR t ( ). We have 1/3 i,s.t.
. Thus this inequality holds whenever i > C −1/N for some C. Writing in terms of i yields |a i | < i −N for i sufficiently large.
It is easy to see that the eigenfunctions e i corresponding to an infinitely differentiable kernel are also infinitely differentiable. Suppose in addition that their derivatives grow at most polynomially in i, i.e. e i W k,2 < P k (i), where P k is some polynomial and W k,2 is a Sobolev space. Then by differentiating the expansion of f in terms of eigenfunctions we have the following Corollary 1. Any f ∈ L 2 (Ω) that for any > 0 can be -approximated with polynomial in 1/ number of steps of gradient descent is infinitely differentiable. Thus, if f is not infinitely differentiable it cannot be -approximated in L 2 (Ω) using a polynomial number of gradient descent steps.
We contrast Theorem 2 showing extremely slow convergence of gradient descent with the analysis of gradient descent for convex objective functions. The standard analysis (e.g. [B + 15]) indicates that O(1/ ) steps of gradient descent is sufficient to recover the optimal value with accuracy and at first glance seems to apply in general to infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. However in this case the standard analysis cannot be used is that the sequence α α α (t) diverges in L 2 (Ω) as the optimal solution f * = K −1 y is not generally a function 6 in L 2 (Ω). This is a consequence of the fact that the infinite-dimensional operator K −1 is unbounded (see Appendix D for some experimental results).
Remark 2.8. Note that in finite dimension every non-degenerate operator, e.g. an inverse of a kernel matrix, is bounded. Nevertheless, infinite dimensional unboundedness manifests itself as the norm of the optimal solution can increase very rapidly with the size of the kernel matrix.
Gradient descent for periodic functions on R. Let us now consider a simple but important special case, where gradient descent and its reach can be analyzed very explicitly.
Let Ω be a circle with the uniform measure, or, equivalently, consider periodic functions on the interval [0, 2π]. Let k s (x, z) be the heat kernel on the circle [Ros97] . This kernel is very close to the Gaussian kernel
. The eigenfunctions e j of the integral operator K corresponding to k s (x, z) are simply the Fourier harmonics 7 sin jx and cos jx. The corresponding eigenvalues are {1, e −s , e −s , e −4s , e −4s , . . . , e − j/2+1 2 s , . . .} and the kernel can be written as
2 s e j (x)e j (z).
Given a function f on [0, 2π], we can write its Fourier series f = ∞ j=0 a j e j . A direct computation shows that for any f ∈ CR t ( ), we have i>
We see that the space f ∈ CR t ( ) is "frozen" as √ 2 ln 2ts grows extremely slowly when the number 6 It can be viewed as a generalized function in the space K −1 L 2 (Ω). 7 We use j for the index to avoid confusion with the complex number i. of iterations t increases. As a simple example consider the Heaviside step function f (x) (on a circle), taking 1 and −1 values for x ∈ (0, π] and x ∈ (π, 2π], respectively. The step function can be written as f (x) = 4 π j=1,3,...
. From the analysis above, we need O(exp( s 2 )) iterations of gradient descent to obtain an -approximation to the function. It is important to note that the Heaviside function is a rather natural example in the classification setting, where it represents the simplest two-class classification problem. In contrast, a direct computation of inner products f, e i yields exact function recovery for any function in L 2 ([0, 2π]) using the amount of computation equivalent to just one step 8 of gradient descent 9 . Thus, we see that the gradient descent is an extremely inefficient way to recover Fourier series for a general periodic function. See Figure 1 for an illustration of this phenomenon. We see that the approximation for the Heaviside function is only marginally improved by going from 100 to 10 6 iterations of gradient descent. On the other hand, just 200 Fourier harmonics provide a far more accurate reconstruction.
Things are not much better for functions with more smoothness unless they happen to be extremely smooth with exponential Fourier component decay. Thus in the classification case we expect nearly exponential increase in computational requirements as the margin between classes decreases.
The situation is only mildly improved in dimension d, where the span of at most O * (log t) d/2 eigenfunctions of a Gaussian kernel or O t 1/p eigenfunctions of an arbitrary p-differentiable kernel can be approximated in t iterations. The discussion above shows that the gradient descent with a smooth kernel can be viewed as a heavy regularization of the target function. It is essentially a band-limited approximation with (ln t) α Fourier harmonics for some α. While regularization is often desirable from a generalization/finite sample point of view in machine learning, especially when the number of data points is small, the bias resulting from the application of the gradient descent algorithm cannot be overcome in a realistic number of iterations unless the target functions are extremely smooth or the kernel itself is not infinitely differentiable.
Remark 2.9 (Rate of convergence vs statistical fit). Note that we can improve convergence by changing the shape parameter of the kernel, i.e. making it more "peaked" (e.g., decreasing the bandwidth s in the definition of the Gaussian kernel) While that does not change the exponential nature of the asymptotics of the eigenvalues, it slows their decay. Unfortunately improved convergence comes at the price of overfitting. In particular, for finite data, using a very narrow Gaussian kernel results in an approximation to the 1-NN classifier, a suboptimal method which is up to a factor of two inferior to the Bayes optimal classifier in the binary classification case asymptotically. See Appendix H for some empirical results on the bandwidth selection for Gaussian kernels. Another possibility is to use a kernel, such as the Laplace kernel, which is not differentiable at zero. However, it also seems to consistently under-perform more smooth kernels on real data, see Appendix E for some experiments.
Finite sample effects, regularization and early stopping. So far we have discussed the effects of the infinite-data version of gradient descent. We will now discuss issues related to the finite sample setting we encounter in practical machine learning. It is well known (e.g., [B + 05, RBV10]) that the top eigenvalues of kernel matrices approximate the eigenvalues of the underlying integral operators. Therefore computational obstructions encountered in the infinite case persist whenever the data set is large enough.
Note that for a kernel method, t iterations of gradient descent for n data points require t · n 2 operations. Thus, gradient descent is computationally pointless unless t n. That would allow us to fit only about O(log t) eigenvectors. In practice we would like to have t to be much smaller than n, probably a reasonably small constant.
At this point we should contrast our conclusions with the important analysis of early stopping for gradient descent provided in [YRC07] (see also [RWY14, CARR16] ). The authors analyze gradient descent for kernel methods obtaining the optimal number of iterations of the form t = n θ , θ ∈ (0, 1). That seems to contradict our conclusion that a very large, potentially exponential, number of iterations may be needed to guarantee convergence. The apparent contradiction stems from the assumption in [YRC07] and other works that the regression function f * belongs to the range of some power of the kernel operator K. For an infinitely differentiable kernel, that implies super-polynomial spectral decay (a i = O(λ N i ) for any N > 0). In particular, it implies that f * belongs to any Sobolev space. We do not typically expect such high degree of smoothness in practice, particularly in classification problems. In general, we expect sharp transitions of label probabilities across class boundaries to be typical for many classifications datasets. The Heaviside step function seems to be a simple but reasonable model for that behavior in one dimension. These areas of near-discontinuity 10 will result in slow decay of Fourier coefficients of f * and a mismatch with any infinitely differentiable kernel. Thus a reasonable approximation of f * would require a large number of gradient descent iterations. MNIST-10k L2 loss train 4.07e-1 9.61e-2 2.60e-2 2.36e-3 2.17e-5 test 4.07e-1 9.74e-2 4.59e-2 3.64e-2 3.55e-2 c-error (test) 38.50% 7.60% 3.26% 2.39% 2.49%
HINT-M-10k L2 loss train 8.25e-2 4.58e-2 3.08e-2 1.83e-2 4.21e-3 test 7.98e-2 4.24e-2 3.34e-2 3.14e-2 3.42e-2
To illustrate this point with a real data example, consider the results in the table on the right. We show the results of gradient descent for two subsets of 10000 points from the MNIST and HINT-M datasets (see Section 6 for the description) respectively. We see that the regression error on the training set is roughly inverse to the number of iterations, i.e. every extra bit of precision requires twice the number of iterations for the previous bit. For comparison, as we are primarily interested in the generalization properties of the solution, we see that the minimum regression (L 2 ) error on both test sets is achieved at over 10000 iterations. This results in at least cubic computational complexity equivalent to that of a direct method. While HINT-M is a regression dataset, the optimal classification accuracy for MNIST is also achieved at about 10000 iterations. Regularization "by impatience"/explicit regularization terms. The above discussion suggests that gradient descent applied to kernel methods would typically result in underfitting for most larger datasets. Indeed, even 10000 iterations of gradient descent is prohibitive when data size is more than 10 6 . As we will see in the experimental results section this is indeed the case. SGD ameliorates the problem mildly by allowing us to take approximate steps much faster but even so running standard gradient descent methods to optimality is often impractical. In most cases we observe little need for explicit early stopping rules. Regularization is a result of computational constraints (cf. [YRC07, RWY14, CARR16] ) and can be termed regularization "by impatience" as we run out of time/computational budget allotted to the task.
Note that typical forms of regularization, result a large bias along eigenvectors with small eigenvalues λ i . For example, adding a term of the form λ f K (Tikhonov regularization/ridge regression) replaces
. While this improves the condition number and hence the speed of convergence, it comes at a high cost in terms of overregularization/under-fitting as it essentially discards information along eigenvectors with eigenvalues smaller than λ. In the Fourier series analysis example, introducing λ this is similar to considering band-limited functions with ∼ √ log(1/λ) s
Fourier components. Even for λ = 10 −16 (machine precision for double floats) and the kernel parameter s = 1 we can only fit about 10 Fourier components! We argue that in most cases there is little need for explicit regularization in the big data regimes as our primary concern is underfitting.
Remark 2.10 (Stochastic gradient descent). Our discussion so far has been centered entirely on gradient descent. In practice stochastic gradient descent is often used for large data. In our setting, for fixed η, using SGD results in the same expected step size in each eigendirection as gradient descent. Hence, using SGD does not expand the algorithmic reach of gradient descent, although it speeds up convergence in practice. On the other hand, SGD introduces a number of interesting algorithmic and statistical subtleties. We will address some of them below.
EigenPro iteration: extending the reach of gradient descent
We will now propose some practical measures to alleviate the issues related to overregularization of linear regression by gradient descent. As seen above, one of the key shortcomings of shallow learning methods based on smooth kernels (and their approximations, e.g. Fourier and RBF features) is their fast spectral decay. That observation suggests modifying the corresponding matrix H by decreasing its top eigenvalues. This "partial whitening" enables the algorithm to approximate more target functions in a fixed number of iterations.
It turns out that accurate approximations of the top eigenvectors can be obtained from small subsamples of the data with modest computational expenditure. Moreover, "partially whitened" iteration can be done in a way compatible with stochastic gradient descent thus obviating the need to materialize full covariance/kernel matrices in memory. Combining these observations we construct a low overhead preconditioned Richardson iteration which we call EigenPro iteration. Preconditioned (stochastic) gradient descent. We will modify the linear system in Eq. 4 with an invertible matrix P , called a left preconditioner.
Clearly, the modified system in Eq. 14 and the original system in Eq. 4 have the same solution. The Richardson iteration corresponding to the modified system (preconditioned
It is easy to see that as long as η P H < 1 it converges to α α α * , the solution of the original linear system. Preconditioned SGD can be defined similarly by 
Here P 1 2 HP 1 2 is a symmetric matrix. We see that β β β * = P −1/2 α α α * .
Preconditioning as a linear feature map. It is easy to see that preconditioned iteration in Eq. 17 is in fact equivalent to the standard Richardson iteration in Eq. 5 on a dataset transformed with the linear feature map,
This is a convenient point of view as the transformed data can be stored for future use. It also shows that preconditioning is compatible with most computational methods both in practice and, potentially, in terms of analysis.
Linear EigenPro
We will now discuss properties desired to make preconditioned GD/SGD methods effective on large scale problems. Thus for the modified iteration in Eq. 15 we would like to choose P to meet the following targets: Acceleration. The algorithm should provide high accuracy in a small number of iterations.
Initial cost. The preconditioning matrix P should be accurately computable without materializing the full covariance matrix. Cost per iteration. Preconditioning by P should be efficient per iteration in terms of computation and memory.
Algorithm: EigenPro(X, y y y, k, m, η, τ, M ) input training data (X, y y y), number of eigendirections k, mini-batch size m, step size η, damping factor τ , subsample size M output weight of the linear model α α α α α α ← α α α − ηPg g g 8: end while Table 1 : EigenPro iteration in vector space The relative approximation error along i the eigenvector for gradient descent after t iterations is 1 −
Minimizing the error suggests choosing the preconditioner P to maximize the ratio λ i (P H) λ 1 (P H) for each i. We see that modifying the top eigenvalues of H makes the most difference in convergence. For example, decreasing λ 1 improves convergence along all directions, while decreasing any other eigenvalue only speeds up convergence in that direction . However, decreasing λ 1 below λ 2 does not help unless λ 2 is decreased as well. Therefore it is natural to decrease the top k eigenvalues to the maximum amount, i.e. to λ k+1 , leading to the preconditioner
)e e e i e e e T i
In fact it can be readily seen that P is the optimal preconditioner of the form I −Q, where Q is a low rank matrix. We will see that P -preconditioned iteration accelerates convergence by approximately a factor of λ 1 /λ k . However, exact construction of P involves computing the eigendecomposition of the d × d matrix H, which is not feasible for large data size. To avoid this, we use subsample randomized SVD [HMT11] to obtain an approximate preconditioner, defined aŝ
where algorithm RSVD (see Appendix A) computes the approximate top eigenvectors E ← (ê e e 1 , . . . ,ê e e k ) and eigenvalues Λ ← diag(λ 1 , . . . ,λ k ) andλ k+1 for subsample covariance matrix H M . Alternatively, a Nyström method based SVD (see Appendix A) can be applied to obtain eigenvectors (slightly less accurate although with little impact on training in practice) through a highly efficient implementation for GPU. Additionally, we introduce the parameter τ to counter the effect of approximate top eigenvectors "spilling" into the span of the remaining eigensystem. Using τ < 1 is preferable to the obvious alternative of decreasing the step size η as it does not decrease the step size in the directions nearly orthogonal to the span of (ê e e 1 , . . . ,ê e e k ). That allows the iteration to converge faster in those directions. In particular, (ê e e 1 , . . . ,ê e e k ) are computed exactly, the step size in other eigendirections will not be affected by the choice of τ .
We call SGD with the preconditionerP τ (Eq. 16) EigenPro iteration. The details of the algorithm are given in Table 1 . Moreover, the key step size parameter η can be selected in a theoretically sound way discussed below.
Kernel EigenPro
While EigenPro iteration can be applied to any linear regression problem, it is particularly useful in conjunction with smooth kernels which have fast eigenvalue decay. We will now discuss modifications needed to work directly in the RKHS (primal) setting.
Algorithm: EigenPro(k(·, ·), X, y y y, k, m, η, s 0 ) input kernel function k(·, ·), training data (X, y y y), number of eigen-directions k, mini-batch size m, step size η, subsample size M , damping factor τ output weight of the kernel method α α α 1:
Initialize α α α ← 0 5: while stopping criteria is False do In this setting, a reproducing kernel k(·, ·) : R N ×R N → R implies a feature map from X to an RKHS space H (typically) of infinite dimension. The feature map can be written as φ : x → k(x, ·), R N → H. This feature map leads to the (shallow) learning problem
Using properties of RKHS, EigenPro iteration in H becomes
. The top eigensystem of K forms the preconditioner
Notice that by the Representer theorem [Aro50] , f * admits a representation of the form n i=1 α i k(x x x i , ·). Parameterizing the above iteration accordingly and applying some linear algebra lead to the following iteration in a finite-dimensional vector space, α α α ← α α α − ηP τ (Kα α α − y y y)
..,n is the kernel matrix and EigenPro preconditioner P is defined using the top eigensystem of K (assume Ke e e i = λ i e e e i ),
)e e e i e e e
T i
This preconditioner differs from that for the linear case (Eq. 19) with an extra factor of 1 λ i due to the difference between the parameter space of α and the RKHS space. Table 2 details the SGD version of this iteration. EigenPro as kernel learning. Another way to view EigenPro is in terms of kernel learning. Assuming that the preconditioner is computed exactly, we see that in the population case EigenPro is equivalent to computing the (distribution-dependent) kernel
Notice that the RKHS spaces corresponding to k EP and k contain the same functions but have different norms. The norm in k EP is a finite rank modification of the norm in the RKHS corresponding to k, a setting reminiscent of [SNB05] where unlabeled data was used to "warp" the norm for semi-supervised learning. However, in our paper the "warping" is purely for computational efficiency.
Costs and Benefits
We will now discuss the acceleration provided by EigenPro and the overhead associated with the algorithm. Acceleration. Assuming that the preconditioner P can be computed exactly, EigenPro computes the solution exactly in the span of the top k + 1 eigenvectors. For i > k + 1 EigenPro provides the acceleration factor of α =
t along the ith eigendirection. Assuming that λ i λ 1 , a simple calculation shows an acceleration factor of at least
over the standard gradient descent. Note that this assumes full gradient descent and exact computation of the preconditioner. See below for an acceleration analysis in the SGD setting resulting in a potentially somewhat smaller acceleration factor. Initial cost. To construct the preconditioner P , we perform RSVD (Appendix A) to compute the approximate top eigensystem of covariance H. Algorithm RSVD has time complexity O(M d log k + (M + d)k 2 ) (see [HMT11] ). The subsample size M can be much smaller than the data size n while still preserving the accuracy of estimation for top eigenvectors. In addition, we need extra kd memory to store the top-k eigenvectors. Cost per iteration. For standard SGD with d features (or kernel centers) and minibatch of size m, the computational cost per iteration is O(md). In addition, applying the preconditioner P in EigenPro requires left multiplication by a matrix of rank k. That involves k vector-vector dot products for vectors of length d, resulting in k · d operations per iteration. Thus EigenPro using top-k eigen-directions needs O(md + kd) operations per iteration. Note that these can be implemented efficiently on a GPU. See Section 6 for actual overhead per iteration achieved in practice.
Step Size Selection for EigenPro Preconditioned Methods
We will now discuss the key issue of the step size selection for EigenPro iteration. For iteration involving covariance matrix H, η = H −1 results in optimal (within a factor of 2) convergence. This suggests choosing the corresponding step size η = P H −1 = λ −1 k+1 . However, in practice this will lead to divergence due to (1) approximate computation of eigenvectors (2) the randomness inherent in SGD. One possibility would be to compute P H m at every step. That, however, is costly, requiring computing the top singular value for every mini-batch. As the mini-batch can be assumed to be chosen at random, we propose using a lower bound on H m −1 (with high probability) as the step size to guarantee convergence at each iteration, which works well in practice. Linear EigenPro. Consider the EigenPro preconditioned SGD in Eq. 16. For this analysis assume that P is formed by the exact eigenvectors 11 of H. Interpreting P 1 2 as a linear feature map as in Section 2, makes P 2 ≤ κ for any x x x ∈ X and λ k+1 = λ k+1 (H), P H m has following upper bound with probability at least 1 − δ,
Kernel EigenPro. For EigenPro iteration in RKHS space, we can bound P •K m with a similar theorem where K m is the subsample covariance operator and P is the corresponding EigenPro preconditioner operator.
A where A : H → H is an arbitrary operator. It can be seen as a measure of the number of dimensions where A has significant spectral content. Let d
Then by Lemma 4 (Appendix C), we have Theorem 4. If k(x x x, x x x) ≤ κ for any x x x ∈ X and λ k+1 = λ k+1 (K), with probability at least 1 − δ we have,
Choice of the step size. In both spectral norm bounds Eq. 21 and Eq. 22, λ k+1 is the dominant term when the mini-batch size m is large. However, in most large-scale settings, m is small, and 
EigenPro and Related Work
Recall that the setting of large scale machine learning imposes some fairly specific requirements on the optimization methods. In particular, the computational budget allocated to the problem must not significantly exceed O(n 2 ) operations, i.e., a small number of matrix-vector multiplications. That restriction rules out most direct second order methods which require O(n 3 ) operations. Approximate second order methods are far more effective computationally. However, they typically rely on low rank matrix approximation, a strategy which underperforms in conjunction with smooth kernels as information along important eigen-directions with small eigenvalues is discarded. Similarly, regularization improves conditioning and convergence but also discards information by biasing small eigen-directions.
While first order methods preserve important information, they, as discussed in this paper, are too slow to converge along eigenvectors with small eigenvalues. It is clear that an effective method must thus be a hybrid approach using approximate second order information in a first order method.
EigenPro is an example of such an approach as the second order information is used in conjunction with an iterative first order method. The things that make EigenPro effective are the following: 1. The second order information (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) is computed efficiently from a subsample of the data. Due to the quadratic loss function, that computation needs to be conducted only once. Moreover, the step size can be fixed throughout the iteration. 2. Preconditioned Richardson iteration is efficient and has a natural stochastic version. Preconditioning by a low rank modification of the identity matrix results in low overhead per iteration. The preconditioned update is computed on the fly without a need to materialize the full preconditioned covariance. 3. EigenPro iteration converges (mathematically) to the same result independently of the preconditioning matrix 12 . That makes EigenPro relatively robust to errors in the second order preconditioning term P , in contrast to most approximate second order methods.
We will now discuss some related literature and connections. First order optimization methods. Gradient based methods, such as gradient descent (GD), stochastic gradient descent (SGD), are classic textbook methods [She94, DJS96, BV04, Bis07] . Recent renaissance of neural networks had drawn significant attention to improving and accelerating these methods, especially, the highly scalable mini-batch SGD. Methods like SAGA [RSB12] and SVRG [JZ13] improve stochastic gradient by periodically evaluated full gradient to achieve variance reduction. Another set of approaches [DHS11, TH12, KB14] compute adaptive step size for each gradient coordinate every iteration. The step size is normally chosen to minimize certain regret bound of the loss function. Most of these methods introduce affordable O(d) computation and memory overhead. We note the work [EM15] which analyzed a hybrid first/second order method for general convex optimization with a rescaling term based on the top eigenvectors of the Hessian. That can be viewed as preconditioning the Hessian at every iteration of gradient descent. A related recent work [GOSS16] analyses a hybrid method designed to accelerate SGD convergence for linear regression with ridge regularization. The data are preconditioned by preprocessing (rescaling) all data points along the top singular vectors of the data matrix. The authors provide a detailed analysis of the algorithm depending on the regularization parameter. Another recent second order method PCG [ACW16] accelerates the convergence of conjugate gradient on large kernel ridge regression using a novel preconditioner. The preconditioner is the inverse of an approximate covariance generated with random Fourier features. By controlling the number of random features, this method strikes a balance between preconditioning effect and computational cost. [TRVR16] achieves similar preconditioning effects by solving a linear system involving a subsampled kernel matrix every iteration. While not strictly a preconditioner Nyström with gradient descent(NYTRO) [CARR16] also improves the condition number. Compared to many of these methods EigenPro directly addresses the underlying issues of slow convergence without introducing a bias in directions with small eigenvalues and incurring only a small overhead per iteration both in memory and computation.
Finally, limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS) [LN89] and its variants [SYG07, MNJ16, BHNS16] are among the most effective second order methods for unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems. Unfortunately, they can introduce prohibitive memory and computation overhead for large multi-class problems. Remark 5.2 (Fourier and other feature maps). As discussed above, most scalable kernel methods suffer from limited computational reach when used with Gaussian and other smooth kernels. Feature maps, such as Random Fourier Features [RR07] , are non-linear transformations and are agnostic with respect to the optimization methods. Still they can be viewed as approximations of smooth kernels and thus suffer from the fast decay of eigenvalues.
Preconditioned linear systems. There is a vast literature on preconditioned linear systems with a number of recent papers focusing on preconditioning kernel matrices, such as for low-rank approximation [FM12, CARR16] and faster convergence [COCF16, ACW16] . In particular, we note [FM12] which suggests approximations using top eigenvectors of the kernel matrix as a preconditioner, an idea closely related to EigenPro.
Experimental Results
In this section, we will present a number of experimental results to evaluate EigenPro iteration on a range of datasets. Metrics. For datasets with multiclass or binary labels, we measure the training result by classification error (c-error), the percentage of predicted labels that are incorrect; for datasets with real valued labels, we adopt the mean squared error (mse). Kernel methods. For smaller datasets exact solution of kernel regularized least squares (KRLS) gives the error close to optimal for kernel methods with the specific kernel parameters. To handle large dataset, we adopt primal space method, Pegasos [SSSSC11] using the square loss and stochastic gradient. . For primal EigenPro τ = 1. Overhead of EigenPro iteration. The right side figure shows that the computational overhead of EigenPro iteration over the standard SGD ranged between 10% and 50%. For k = 160 which is the default setting in all other experiments, EigenPro overhead is approximately 20%. Convergence acceleration by EigenPro for different kernels. Table 3 presents the number of epochs needed by EigenPro and Pegasos to reach the error of the optimal kernel classifier (computed by a direct method on these smaller datasets). The actual error can be found in Appendix E. We see that EigenPro provides acceleration of 6 to 35 times in terms of the number of epochs required without any loss of accuracy. The actual acceleration is about 20% less due to the overhead of maintaining and applying a preconditioner. Kernel bandwidth selection. We have investigated the impact of kernel bandwidth selection over convergence and performance for Gaussian kernel. As expected, kernel matrix with smaller bandwidth has slower eigenvalue decay, which in turn accelerates convergence of gradient descent. However, selecting smaller bandwidth also decreases test set performance. When the bandwidth is very small, the Gaussian classifier converges to 1-nearest neighbor method, something which we observe in practice. While 1-NN classifier provides reasonable performance, it has up to twice the error of the optimal Bayes classifier in theory and far from the carefully selected Gaussian kernel classifier in practice. See Appendix H for detailed results.
Comparisons on large datasets. On datasets involving up to a few million points, EigenPro consistently outperforms Pegasos/SGD-RF by a large margin when training with the same number of epochs (Table 4) . Comparisons to the state-of-the-art. In Table 5 we provide a comparison to state-ofthe-art results for large datasets recently reported in the kernel literature. All of them use significant computational resources and sometimes complex training procedures. We see that EigenPro improves or matches performance performance on each dataset typically at a small fraction of the computational budget. We notice that the very recent work [MGL + 17] achieves a better 30.9% error rate on TIMIT (using an AWS cluster). It is not directly comparable to our result as it employs kernel features generated using a new supervised feature selection method. EigenPro can plausibly further improve the training error or decrease computational requirements using this new feature set. † This result is produced by EigenPro-RF using 1 × 10 6 data points. ‡ Our TIMIT training set (1 × 10 6 data points) was generated following a standard practice in the speech community [PGB + 11] by taking 10ms frames and dropping the glottal stop 'q' labeled frames in core test set (1.2% of total test set). [HAS + 14] adopts 5ms frames, resulting in 2 × 10 6 data points, and keeping the glottal stop 'q'. Taking the worst case scenario for our setting, if we mislabel all glottal stops, the corresponding frame-level error will increase from 31.7% to 32.5%.
Conclusion and perspective
In this paper we have considered a subtle trade-off between smoothness and computation for gradient-descent based method. While smooth output functions, such as those produced by kernel algorithms with smooth kernels, are often desirable and help generalization (as, for example, encoded in the notion of algorithmic stability [BE02] ) there appears to be a hidden but very significant computational cost when the smoothness of the kernel is mismatched with that of the target function. We argue and provide experimental evidence that these mismatches are common in standard classification problems. In particular, we view effectiveness of EigenPro as another piece of supporting evidence.
An important direction of future work is to understand whether this is a universal phenomenon encompassing a range of learning methods or something pertaining to the kernel setting. Specifically, the implications of this idea for deep neural networks need to be explored. Indeed, there is a body of evidence indicating that training neural networks results in highly non-smooth functions. For one thing, they can easily fit data even when the labels are randomly assigned [ZBH + 16]. Moreover, the pervasiveness of adversarial [SZS + 13] and even universal adversarial examples common to different networks [MDFFF16] suggests that there are many directions non-smoothness in the neighborhood of nearly any data point. Why neural networks show generalization despite this evident non-smoothness, remains a key open question.
Finally, we have seen that training of kernel methods on large data can be significantly improved by simple algorithmic modifications of first order iterative algorithms using limited second order information. It appears that purely second order methods cannot provide major improvements as low-rank approximations needed for dealing large data discard information corresponding to the higher frequency components present in the data. Better understanding of the computational and statistical issues and the trade-offs inherent in training, would no doubt result in even better shallow algorithms making them more competitive with deep networks on a given computational budget. related to kernel k(·, ·), defined as
are network centers. Note there are various strategies for selecting centers, e.g., randomly sampling from X [CARR16] or by computing K-means centers leading to different interpretations in terms of data-dependent kernels [QB16] . 
C Concentration bounds
Then for any t > 0, random matrix Z
where v(Z)
Applying Matrix Bernstein theorem to the subsample covariance H m leads to the following Lemma, Lemma 1. If x x x 2 2 ≤ κ for any x x x ∈ X and λ 1 = H , H m − H has following upper bound with probability at least 1 − δ,
Proof. Consider subsample covariance matrix H m = 1 m m i=1 x x x i x x x T i using x x x 1 , . . . , x x x m randomly sampled from dataset X. For each sampled point x x x i , . . . , x x x m , let
Clearly, S 1 , . . . , S m are independent random Hermitian matrices. Since
Hence the spectral norm has the following upper bound,
The sum of the random matrices, H m − H = m i=1 S i , can be bounded as follows:
Now applying Matrix Bernstein Theorem yields
Let the right side of Eq. 31 be δ, we obtain that
Therefore, with probability at least 1 − δ, we have
Spectral norm of subsample covariance operator. For EigenPro iteration in RKHS, its step size selection is related to covariance operator K defined in Eq. 13. Similarly, under the SGD setting, we need to bound
is the corresponding subsample covariance operator. Thus we introduce the following Bernstein inequality for random operators. This inequality differs from its vector space version (Matrix Bernstein) by replacing the space dimension with the intrinsic dimension, defined as
Theorem (Operator Bernstein, adapted from [Min17, Tro15] ). Let S i : H → H, i = 1, . . . , m be independent random Hermitian operators. Assume that each operator satisfies
Consider random Hermitian operator
] is also an operator on H. For convenience, let the intrinsic dimension (Eq. 34) and the spectral norm of the variance operator be
This theorem can be applied to bound K m − K , Lemma 2. If k(x x x, x x x) ≤ κ for any x x x ∈ X and λ 1 = K , K m − K has following upper bound with probability at least 1 − δ, by x x x 1 , . . . , x x x m randomly sampled from dataset X. For each sampled point x x x i , . . . , x x x m , let
Clearly, S 1 , . . . , S m are independent random Hermitian operators. Since
Furthermore, for any f ∈ H, the variance operator of S i equals
As k(x x x i , x x x i ) ≤ κ and K is positive semi-definite, this variance operator is bounded by
Hence its spectral norm has upper bound,
Since S i and S j are independent for i = j, E[S i S j ]f (x) ≡ 0 almost everywhere. Then the sum of the random operators, K m − K = m i=1 S i , can be bounded as follows:
Now we can apply the Operator Bernstein on K m − K which yields concentration bound,
3m . Let the right side of Eq. 43 be δ, we obtain that
Therefore, for any δ ≤ 8d · e, with probability at least 1 − δ, we have
According to the definition of the intrinsic dimension, d ≥ 1. Thus δ ≤ 8d · e is true for any δ ∈ [0, 1].
Upper bound on the spectral norm of subsample covariance. Applying Lemma 1 to H m − H and using the inequality H m ≤ H + H m − H , one can obtain the following Lemma 3. If x x x 2 2 ≤ κ for any x x x ∈ X, then with probability at least 1 − δ,
Similarly, we can bound the spectral norm of the subsample covariance operator K m by using Lemma 2.
Lemma 4. If k(x x x, x x x) ≤ κ for any x x x ∈ X, then with probability at least 1 − δ,
D α α α 2 during the training of (primal) kernel method such that f = n i=1 α i k(x x x i , ·). Therefore, α α α 2 = f L 2 .
E Kernel selection
Best classification error (for KRLS) The table on the right side compares optimal performance for three different kernels: the Gaussian kernel k 1 (x, y) F Kernel selection on convergence and performance Table 7 and Table 8 presents detailed results on MNIST with the kernel bandwidth σ selected by cross validation. Results with all kernels generally show comparable convergence 2.4e-2 3.2e-2 6.9e-2 6.8e-2 2.4e-2 3.5e-2 9.4e-2 9.3e-2 1.8e-2 3.0e-2 7.9e-2 7.8e-2 5 8.6e-3 2.4e-2 4.0e-2 4.3e-2 1.7e-3 2.5e-2 5.3e-2 5.6e-2 3.0e-3 2.2e-2 4.4e-2 4.7e-2 10 4.3e-3 2.2e-2 3.1e-2 3.6e-2 1.0e-4 2.4e-2 4.0e-2 4.6e-2 8.0e-4 2.1e-2 3.3e-2 3.9e-2 20 1.8e-3 2.1e-2 2.3e-2 3.1e-2 0 2.4e-2 2.8e-2 3.9e-2 1.0e-4 2.0e-2 2.3e-2 3.2e-2 40 6.1e-4 2.1e-2 1.6e-2 2.7e-2 0 2.4e-2 1.7e-2 3.2e-2 0 2.0e-2 1.5e-2 2.7e-2 80 2.2e-4 2.1e-2 9.7e-3 2.4e-2 0 2.4e-2 8.3e-3 2.8e-2 0 2.0e-2 7.8e-3 2.4e-2 160 8.0e-5 2.1e-2 5.1e-3 2.2e-2 0 2.4e-2 2.6e-3 2.6e-2 0 2.0e-2 3.1e-3 2.2e-2 rate and performance. However, the performance of Gaussian kernel is better overall, a pattern we observed on other datasets as well. For each dataset, the eigenspectrum of the corresponding kernel matrix directly determines the impact of EigenPro on convergence. Figure 3a shows the normalized eigenspectra (λ i /λ 1 ) of these kernel matrices. We see that the spectrum of each dataset drops sharply for the 200 eigenvalues, making EigenPro highly effective. Table above lists the eigenvalue ratios corresponding to different k. For example, with k = 160, EigenPro for RF can in theory increase the step accelerate training by a factor of 338 for training on HINT-S. Actual acceleration is not as large but still significant. Note that given small subsample size we expect that lower eigenvalues are probably not reflective of the full large kernel matrix. Still, even lower eigenvalues match closely when computed from subsamples of different size (Figure 3b ).
G Eigenvalues of (Gaussian) kernel matrices

H Kernel bandwidth selection
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